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In October, UBS announced it had poached Alison Telfer from the ranks of BlackRock to run its 

asset management business in Australia and New Zealand. 

 

In her first interview since taking over in January, Telfer sets out her strategy to grow the 

business. 

 

“UBS Asset Management has been here since 1986, acquired ING Asset Management, ran it like 

an Australian company. I am trying to run it like a global company,” she says. 

 

Australia, she says, has moved on from a close-knit market in love with local equities to a market 

where three-quarters of superannuation fund dollars need to be invested offshore. 

 

Opportunity knocks for Telfer to bring the whole of UBS global asset management capability to 

Australian clients: sovereign funds, super, insurance, advised clients, private banks and platforms. 

 

“We’ve been very quiet in this business, focused on local capabilities. It’s bringing the European, 

more advanced ESG-type investing, offshore strategies, alternative assets, hedge funds and 

private equity,” she says. “UBS has so much to offer institutionally and in the retail direct- 

investment space that this country doesn’t know about yet.” 

 

Match that with one of the longest-standing fixed-income teams in the country, investment 

banking, research and a real estate team in Australia that will also pull in global capability and “it 

feels like the right time for UBS”, she says. 

 

This is a very different strategy to her predecessor’s. On Tuesday, she launched the Future 

Leaders Small Cap Fund in Australia – an actively managed fund leveraging UBS’s global 

expertise with exposure to digital transformation, health and societal transformation worldwide. 

 

Telfer says it is the first of several new products on the way, developed with UBS’s global wealth 

arm which worked with clients on themes that matter to them. 
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“I’m bringing those global products here; that capability and creating Australian funds for 

Australian clients,” she says.

 
 

UBS sold its wealth arm in Australia, now Crestone, but Telfer wants to partner with it and other 

managers to bring them the new global products. 

 

When Telfer jumped from BlackRock to UBS she moved companies but not office buildings, to 

the amusement of the Chifley Tower concierge. 

 

So why did she jump? 
 
 
“Big decision; I’d been there for nine years,” she says. 

 
 
“I was approached – I wasn’t looking. I loved the story, to be able to step into a global of this 

calibre with an entrepreneurial mindset and build it up.” 

 

Telfer’s professional life started as an intellectual property lawyer at Malleson Stephen Jaques. 

She was also an early explorer of the internet in the 1990s, which facilitated her move to 

financial services by launching websites for the Commonwealth Bank and ING. Superannuation 

was taking off and a raft of new regulation became a new domain for her. 

 

Twice Telfer was thrown into businesses which were changing rapidly, allowing her to extend 

from law into product development and special projects. 

 

“I joined Challenger in 2004 when it was having its complete makeover with the Packer 

investment and Chris Cuffe, then I joined BlackRock in 2013 which was having a difficult time 

post the BGI acquisition, litigation and fighting,” she says. 

 

On BlackRock, she talks of the rocky translation of global to Australia in the early years, with 

push-back against the global asset manager from a local market with little confidence in 

investing offshore. But BlackRock grew strongly in Australia, and she rose to chief operating 

officer for Australasia and chaired the local board. It’s this background of local with global that 

Telfer plans to apply to UBS. 



 

 

UBS Australia’s fixed-income management business, established 30 years ago, is an asset in itself. 

As rates move up there’s plenty of action on the floor for the new CEO. Telfer says the more 

dynamic market plays well to UBS’s global fixed income capability. 

 

“Inflation-linked bonds, we are seeing definitely reallocation there. We are seeing less correlation 

in global fixed income markets so there is more to be gained from having diversified global 

portfolios. The differentiation there is larger in fixed,” she says. 

 

UBS globally was hit hard by markets this year, but in Australia Telfer says the stable backdrop of 

the fixed-income business and indexed equities, and being less exposed to active equities have 

served the business well. 

 

“All asset managers are staring into this. I wouldn’t want to say we have done better than 

everyone else, as we haven’t, but we are very thoughtful on it. The benefit of being in a global 

organisation in markets like these is significant,” she says. 

 

Telfer is now using UBS’s global capability with the competition – big super – which is also 

seeking to broaden its portfolio mix. 

 

“How do we service superannuation clients who are building what could be perceived as 

competitors’ teams themselves in-house? The answer is alpha. Going out to global markets where 

they are not present and giving them boots on the ground, going into the very specialised areas, 

the link with global teams to get cross-market intelligence,” she says. 

 

This month, Telfer joined the board of the Financial Services Council. Her background in 

regulation and tax law, and unabashed love of politics and policy made her an ideal candidate. 

Telfer says UBS Australia is the fourth-largest provider of MySuper products. She strongly 

supports the government’s decision to halt any extension of the performance benchmarks that 

are applied to default super, to other products. 

 
While she agrees on the need to improve returns, she says performance benchmarking has led to 

unintended consequences that work against the long-term welfare of super members. 

 

There are only 12 benchmarks with narrow criteria of fees, costs and performance. 
 
 
This has led some funds to reallocate funds to passive, which Telfer argues is not in the best 

interest of members over the longer term. 



 

 

Worse, there has already been a contagion effect beyond default super for funds which apply the 

same asset allocations to broader funds. 

 

“And these benchmarks do not happily accommodates ESG, they don’t happily accommodate a 

lot of the alternative assets, or market-neutral hedge funds,” says Telfer. “There is a great wall of 

investment money in this country and it is currently a little restricted from investing in 

renewables.” 
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